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A special tribute to our educators

“A caring teacher strives to understand and is always willing to help a student in any way possible,”
 shares Mrs Chan Tee Tee of Bukit View Secondary School
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Caring & Giving

he fifth Caring Teacher Awards were jointly organised by NIE and
ExxonMobil Asia Pacific Pte Ltd. This biennial event, which is supported

by the Ministry of Education, was held on 17 September 2004 at the
Grand Plaza Parkroyal Hotel.

The awards, first given out in 1996, are aimed at acknowledging and rewarding
school teachers who, through their daily deeds and actions, exemplify the
values of caring, sharing and concern for the academic, moral, social, emotional
and mental welfare of their students.

Since then, the process of creating nominations and awards has broadened to
encompass a two-tier system. Each school can now recognise and acknowledge
its own ‘caring teachers’ at the school level (see interview with Mrs Chan Tee
Tee on page 3). One nominee from each of these school winners can then be
advanced to the national level awards. For Caring Teacher Awards 2004, 1,238
nomination forms from 144 schools were received and considered for the
national level awards.

The three award recipients were Mrs Wong Swan Hua of Fuhua
Primary School, Ms Chia Chen Chi of Crescent Girls’ School and Mdm Goh Tan
Ee of Millennia Institute. Education Minister Mr Tharman Shanmugaratnam
graced the occasion as guest-of-honour.

Mrs Wong Swan Hua
of Fuhua Primary

School receiving her
trophy from

the Education Minister

Chinese language
teacher
Ms Chia Chen Chi
of Crescent Girls’
School

Mdm Goh Tan Ee
with her Millennia
Institute students

T

   Ms Chia’s fervour to reach out to her
students has remained steadfast since joining the teaching profession 22 years
ago. As a Mother Tongue teacher, her first priority is to inculcate love for the
language, especially among her less confident students. Ms Chia believes that
the key to opening the gate for them is through a demonstration of care,
concern and acceptance of their difficulties in mastering the language. Ms Chia
believes that all students can learn and will persevere in her mission, holding
fast to the belief that “knowledge is essential but values are also critical to the
holistic development of a person”.

Ms Chia, 48, teaches in Catholic High School (right). After graduating in
Chinese Language and Literature from the Nanyang University, she received her
Diploma in Education in 1982 and is currently pursuing a part-time Master of
Education at NIE. Prior to her current posting, Ms Chia taught for five years in
Crescent Girls’ School.

NIE News: Tell us, what makes a
caring teacher?

Ms Chia: My professional motto is
encapsulated in the four letters CARE:  ‘C’
stands for ‘child’, an individual whom I
cherish for his very own unique character
and charm; ‘A’ is for ‘acceptance’ of every
individual, affirming and assuring him as
he progresses towards success; ‘R’ refers
to developing a ‘relationship’ with each
child viz a pillar to support, a listening ear
and also at times, the rod to discipline; ‘E’

relates to ‘empathise’, the need to feel for
students, understand them and be an en-
abler to help them find their path in life.
At times, act as their ‘emergency buoy’ to
keep them afloat at the critical crossroads
and often bumpy academic journey.

NIE News: What do you love about
teaching?

Ms Chia: My love for the Chinese
language and culture has been a source
of motivation for me throughout my

years in teaching. I try to transfer this
appreciation of the language to my
students. As a number of my students find
acquiring the language somewhat
challenging, I do my utmost to enthuse
them by highlighting the practical
function of Mandarin and the glorious
past of the Chinese civilisation. When the
students show incremental progress in
their language proficiency, I derive great
satisfaction, which in turn, adds to the
energy that drives this passion of mine.

In line with the "Caring and Giving" theme of this issue, NIE News
honours and appreciates all educators and aspiring teachers, who
serve to make a difference in the lives of those they nurture. Stories
telling of their heart-warming efforts are on pages 2, 3, 4 and 16.

By Assoc Prof Nick Aplin, Chairman,
NIE Alumni & Endowment Committee
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Caring & Giving

NIE News: Tell us, what makes a
caring teacher?

Mdm Goh: My belief is that a caring
teacher goes beyond imparting
knowledge and having good classroom
management. The talents among the
young need nurturing in an environment
of patience, warmth and care. It is
important for our young to have
aspirations that provide them direction in

Mdm Goh Tan Ee is grateful that her chosen path in teaching has enabled
her to cultivate talents. Mdm Goh views her teacher-mentor role as
enlivening the dreams of her students, to let them dance on the sidewalks
of life and believe that they can achieve much through hard work and
perseverance.

Mdm Goh, 27, is currently teaching Mathematics in Innova Junior
College. After graduating in Mathematics from the National University of
Singapore, she pursued her Postgraduate Diploma in Education at NIE in
2000. Prior to her present posting, Mdm Goh taught for 31/2 years in
Millennia Institute.

life. I see myself as a teacher-mentor, who
helps students realise their self-worth and
encourages them to pursue dreams
through diligence and resilience.

I certainly must acknowledge my
principal and colleagues, both past and
present, as they are the ones who
exemplify the values of caring, sharing and
concern that inspired me to teach my
students from my heart.

NIE News: What do you love about
teaching?

Mdm Goh: I feel encouraged and
reassured when my students progress
steadily in their studies. They do put
in their best effort to make our time
together worthwhile. There are also
heart-warming moments when my former
students come back to visit or when I
receive notes of appreciation from them.
I was thrilled to learn that they nominated
me for the Caring Teacher Awards!

NIE News: Tell us, what makes a
caring teacher?

Mrs Chan: A caring teacher strives to
understand and is always willing to help
a student in any way possible. Caring
teachers ought to be concerned not just
with the children’s mental development
but also their welfare in terms of
nutrition, rest and recreation.

NIE News: What do you love about
teaching?

Mrs Chan: Having taught for 34 years, I
still love teaching as much as the first day.
As a teacher, I have the privilege to help
nurture and mentor young children into
healthy thriving people while fulfilling
my sense of purpose in life. I can make a

Mrs Chan Tee Tee, 59, is a Science teacher with Bukit View Secondary
School. After graduating with both Bachelor of Science and Diploma
of Education from the University of Malaya, she taught for a decade
at Cochrane Secondary School in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. After her
move to Singapore, she spent about the same duration at Toh Tuck
Secondary School. As an ardent believer of lifelong learning,
she studied, on a part-time basis, for a professional development
programme at NIE and was awarded an Advanced Postgraduate
Diploma in Guidance and Counselling in March 2003. Her other
accolades include being selected as a Caring Teacher Awards
school-level winner in 2004.

positive difference in shaping their future.
Besides, interacting with the students
makes me feel young.

NIE News: Share with us your fondest
memories of teaching.

Mrs Chan: My former student from Kuala
Lumpur personally came to Singapore,
with flowers and return air tickets in hand,
to invite me to his wedding-cum-class
reunion. We had a great gathering,
reminiscing all about old times! On
another occasion, a former student
approached me in a supermarket and
thanked me for encouraging him to do
his best, despite his shortcomings. I was
delighted to hear that he is currently
pursuing further education at a polytechnic.
Now and then, when I hear of my

students’ success stories, I feel a sense of
accomplishment as well, knowing that
I might have contributed, in a small
way, to their personal growth and
achievements.

NIE News: What about disappointments?

Mrs Chan: Education provides crucial
nourishment for young impressionable
minds and character building. When
students from dysfunctional families
drop out of school for some reason or
other, I am often saddened by the lost
opportunity. Such a premature end
to one’s academic advancement seems
such a grave loss. I only wish I had more
time for these students.
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he October 2004 issue of NIE News
reported that Postgraduate Diploma

in Education (Primary) trainee teachers
embarked on their Group Endeavours
in Service-Learning (GESL) projects as part
of their curriculum. Through these
projects, trainee teachers gain knowledge
and skills in managing a service-learning
project and also valuable lessons about
the community they serve. Such projects
can also inculcate in trainee teachers a
positive outlook about their roles as
education professionals, who in turn can
impact their own students later through
leadership and service.

Fourteen groups of about 20 trainee
teachers met their respective staff
facilitators to explore potential service-
learning projects in collaboration with an
identified community or organisation.
While there were challenges faced
by the groups in searching and finally
deciding on their projects, most of them

eventually succeeded, through collective
problem solving and decision making.
Groups then proceeded to plan for their
projects, dividing specific functions or
tasks among themselves.

The proposed projects varied in terms of
partner communities and organisations,
service and learning objectives as well
as activities to be conducted. Examples
include: conducting camps for less
privileged children incorporating learning
activities in nature and performing arts;
raising funds and doing community

Service-Learning Projects Benefit
Community & Trainee Teachers

T

outreach for the visually impaired;
enhancing the homes of some elderly,
who live alone and are under the charge
of a social welfare organisation;
conducting a reading programme for
hospitalised children; assisting in
producing a musical play to raise
awareness of the needs of the disabled;
working with the Dyslexia Association to
conduct workshops and community
outreach through exhibition and survey;
and preparing pre-school children for
primary one schooling through an
activity-based camp.

I

NIE Director Prof Leo Tan (left) contributes to the
fund-raising efforts

Canossanville Children’s Home kids receiving a helping hand from a trainee teacher on artwork
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n response to a massive earthquake on 26 December 2004, NIE
has joined in the humanitarian endeavour for tsunami-stricken

victims. As part of NTU’s fund-raising efforts, NIE staff and trainee
teachers contributed in excess of S$36,000 over a three-day
donation drive, ending on 5 January 2005. Trainee Teachers’ Club
President Mr Woody Woo presented the cheques to Ms Chan Soon
Keng, a Singapore Red Cross council member and an NTU School
of Materials Engineering staff, on 7 January 2005 at a ceremony
(left) observed by NIE Director Prof Leo Tan and management staff.
In addition to monetary aid, 20 NIE staff have also volunteered
their services in the hope of supporting those affected by this
difficult situation.

Some may see this disaster as a terrible catastrophe inflicted
by Mother Nature but it has also brought out the best in men’s nature. Ever since the tragedy, words such
as “relief”, “assistance”, “contributions” and “volunteers” have been appearing in the media. These are
words of hope and love. The tidal waves may have caused massive loss of lives but its after-effect ripples
have also witnessed the global community rallying in logistical support and financial assistance.

NIE Raises Funds for Tsunami Victims
By Mr James Chan, Editor, Voices

By Asst Prof Alan Ch’ng, Associate Dean,
Physical Education & Foundation Programmes’
Special Programmes
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              Learning Maths
Outside the Classroom

Happenings

ho would have thought that one day, the computer
would be able to assess our spoken ability? To most

of us, programming the computer to listen to human
speech is challenging enough but letting it evaluate speech
eloquence can only exist in modern fairy tales.

This idea had however inspired Asst Prof Chua Chee Lay (right)
and Mr Lee Choin Lan (left), both from the Chinese Language
Learning Technologies Research Laboratory in NIE’s Asian
Languages & Cultures Academic Group, to create a workable
prototype called Mandarin Automated Testing System (MATS)
after six years of intensive research.

Probably the first in the world, MATS is based on research in
speech recognition, linguistics analysis, statistical modelling and
testing theory in Singapore Mandarin. In addition to recognising
single Chinese words, it is able to locate and evaluate relevant
segments, syllables and phrases in Singapore Mandarin. Based
on the large local l inguistics data collected by the
researchers, MATS has been able to assess the Mandarin
performance of students. Their research showed that an
automated testing system was more objective, reliable, time and

Software Assesses Oral
Mandarin Proficiency

manpower efficient than today’s human-rated tests, including
one-on-one oral proficiency interviews.

With the recent proposal by the Chinese Language
Committee and Pedagogy Review Committee for more
emphasis on listening, character recognition, verbal
skills and their implications on examination and assessment
modes, MATS may facilitate a more productive system of
testing students.

Research

W

By Asst Prof Chua Chee Lay,
Asian Languages & Cultures

ssoc Prof Berinderjeet Kaur
(Mathematics & Mathematics

Education) has been working in
partnership with the Teachers Network
and the Jurong BirdPark to develop
mathematics trails for primary school
pupils to apply mathematics concepts
while enjoying wildlife.

The launch of these cross-curricular tasks
took place on 12 November 2004 at the
Jurong BirdPark. The occasion was graced
by Director-General of Education Ms Seah

By Ms Ng Luan Eng,
Mathematics & Mathematics Education

Jiak Choo and attended by NIE Director
Prof Leo Tan. The tasks for the trails were
jointly developed by Assoc Prof Kaur with
a number of school teachers. Attractive
booklets were produced to include
meaningful learning tasks with links to
mathematics, science and English.

The partnership of NIE with teachers and
the Jurong BirdPark has indeed added
a new dimension to ways of learning
mathematics among students.

Ms Seah presenting a token-of-appreciation to
Assoc Prof Kaur

A

              Learning Maths
Outside the Classroom
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he MOTIVATE project (Maths Opportunities Through Internet,Videoconferencing
And inTeractive Education) is a real-time videoconferencing project managed by

the University of Cambridge to provide a platform for professional mathematicians to
directly interact with students. The project aims to enrich these students’ mathematical
experience, broaden their mathematical horizons and provide them with opportunities
to work collaboratively on mathematical tasks and present their work to an outside
audience.

On 9 November 2004, a MOTIVATE videoconference took place at NIE for a group of
Boon Lay Secondary School students (above). After attending a lesson on mathematics
and music taught by Cambridge University’s Ms Jenny Gage, they took part in activities
and discussed ideas with her. After the videoconferencing session, they then worked
on mini projects, which drew them into new areas of mathematics such as group theory.
In an event of the ninth Asian Technology Conference in Mathematics (see page 7),
some of these students presented their work to Ms Gage and students from three
British schools in a second videoconference on 15 December 2004.

Singaporean students were able to participate in this unique learning experience due to
the efforts of the late Asst Prof Teong Su Kwang, who was instrumental in the
conceptualisation and implementation of this collaborative project in February 2004.

Happenings

Innovative Teaching,

Enterprising Teachers

By Ms Ng Luan Eng, Mathematics & Mathematics Education

T

MOTIVATE
Project
 By Ms Ng Luan Eng & Mr Chua Boon Liang, Mathematics & Mathematics Education

T

he East Zone Mathematics Learning Festival, held on 4 September 2004, provided a platform
for mathematics teachers and lecturers from NIE’s Mathematics & Mathematics Education

Academic Group to share their experience in promoting more effective teaching and learning of
mathematics. Director-General of Education Ms Seah Jiak Choo launched the e-portal, which served
to enhance sharing of mathematics resources. This event was attended by about 300 mathematics
teachers, cluster superintendents and key personnel of primary and secondary schools of the East
Zone.

On this occasion, the East Zone Centre of Excellence (Mathematics) invited Assoc Prof Lee Peng
Yee (above) to share his insights on mathematics teaching. Assoc Prof Lee delivered a keynote
presentation entitled Common Sense in the Teaching of Mathematics. In his presentation, he
recognised the multifaceted role faced by mathematics teachers to keep abreast of the latest
development in pedagogy and content, in addition to being innovative, enterprising and IT-savvy.
In his usual engaging manner, Assoc Prof Lee posed thought-provoking questions concerning
alternatives to manage these challenges in the new educational landscape. Conveyed in a simple
way, his keynote presentation had certainly inspired mathematics educators to reflect on their
current practices in mathematics instruction.

NIE news JANUARY 2005
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International Conference on Children’s Literature
& Chinese Language Learning & Teaching
T

Poetic couplet presentation (from left) Asst Prof Koh Hock Kiat, Dr Ng Eng Hen,
Mr Chee Chi Kuen, Mr Chia Hwee Pheng, Mr Chye Cheer Lim & Assoc Prof Chan Chiu Ming

he first International Conference on Children’s Literature and
Chinese Language Learning and Teaching on 27 November

2004, jointly organised by NIE’s Asian Languages & Cultures
Academic Group, Singapore Association of Writers, Singapore
Chinese Teachers’ Union, National Library Board and Bukit Timah
Community Club Chinese Literary Centre, was a resounding
success.

Guest-of-honour Manpower Minister and Second Education
Minister Dr Ng Eng Hen mentioned in his opening speech that
in view of the current changes in Chinese education, children
literature would be an invaluable tool in “teaching and guiding
our younger generation”. The conference provided a platform
for international scholars and local Chinese teachers to work
together to foster the development of children literature and
Chinese teaching in the 21st century.

Chinese language teachers were able to hear expert views
and suggestions on ways to incorporate children literature in
Chinese language teaching. Among the speakers were Prof Zhu
Ziqiang of the China Ocean University, Dr Fok Yuk Ying and
Dr Soon Ailing of the Hong Kong Institute of Education, children
book writer and editor of the Shanghai Children’s Daily Mr Zhang
Qiusheng, children literature researcher and author Mr Chen
Mucheng, and Malaysian children literature researcher and
author Miss Ai Wei. Singapore was represented by Asst Prof Chua
Chee Lay and Miss Foo Wei Cheng of NIE, Mdm Tham You Jin
of Pioneer Junior College and Mdm Mei Yun of Singapore
Association of Writers.

During discussions on the correlation between Chinese teaching
and children literature, the scholars suggested ways in which
teachers could use children literature to stimulate interest in
learning Chinese, holding the view that such literature could
cultivate creativity and imagination in children as well as improve
their command of the language. The conference ended on a
high note, with participants professing hope of a brighter future
in the teaching of Chinese.

he ninth Asian Technology Conference
in Mathematics, jointly organised

by NIE’s Mathematics & Mathematics
Education Academic Group (MME)
and the Advanced Technology Council
in Mathematics Inc, was held in NIE
from 13 to 17 December 2004. More
than 400 mathematics educators,
mathematicians and researchers attended
this conference, of which half of them
were Singaporean primary and secondary
school teachers. This event took on a
special meaning for its organisers and
participants as the inaugural conference
in 1995 took place at NIE’s previous
campus located along Bukit Timah Road.

W i th  the  theme Techno logy  in
Mathemat i c s :  Engaging Learners,
Empowering Teachers, Enabling Research,
participants were provided a wide range
of activities to choose from, ranging
from seven plenary lectures, 94 paper
presentations, six lectures conducted by
invited speakers, two special sessions, 23
tutorials, poster sessions and a video
conferencing session. Prof Zalman Usiskin
(above, left), from the University of

T
By Ms Ng Luan Eng,
Mathematics & Mathematics Education

Chicago, kicked off the series of plenary
lectures with his lecture A K-12
Mathematics Curriculum with CAS: What
Is It and What Would It Take To Have It In
Schools?”. MME staff, Assoc Prof Teo
Beng Chong and Asst Prof Ng Wee Leng,
participated as panelists in special sessions
to provide the Singaporean perspective
on the use of information technology
in teaching mathematics. One special
session, entitled A Global View of
Curriculum Issues on Mathematics with
Technology: Second Issue captivated the
audience with interesting shareware. The
poster session, as a new feature, attracted

submissions from several local school
teachers, including Mr Lam Yui-P’ng’s
award-winning poster entitled Fun with
Graphics Calculators. The conference
ended on a successful note with a plenary
lecture by officers of the Educational
Technology Division of the Ministry of
Education, led by its director Dr Koh Thiam
Seng (above, right).

In addition to the exchange of knowledge
and insights, foreign conference delegates
experienced Singapore through a tour of
the Night Safari. The next conference will
be held in South Korea in December 2005.

Conferences & Seminars

By Asst Prof Koh Hock Kiat, Asian Languages & Cultures

Asian Technology Conference in Mathematics
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he Educational Research Association of Singapore (ERAS) Conference 2004
was held at the Orchard Hotel from 24 to 26 November 2004. There were

over 140 paper presentations and more than 350 participants.

Guest-of-honour Lieutenant-General (NS) Lim Chuan Poh, Permanent
Secretary for Education and NIE Council Chairman, urged educators to
develop resilient, creative thinking students, who are intrinsically passionate
about what they do. He noted that these innovation and enterprise (I & E)
attributes will prepare our young for a more fluid, borderless and highly
competitive future. He challenged schools and educators to explore new ideas
to improve the learning experiences in the classrooms through educational
research so that they know what works, for whom and under what conditions
so that Singapore’s education will be able to meet the challenges of the future.
As they formulate their own hypotheses and experiment, they need to go
beyond current practice towards more effective learning strategies.
Lieutenant-General (NS) Lim was also encouraged by the substantial increase
in the number of teachers (from 10 teachers in 2003 to 96 in 2004) involved
in research paper presentations at the conference and perceived ERAS
as a catalyst in nurturing a research culture in the classroom.

Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng (Head, Psychological Studies), in his ERAS presidential
address, highlighted the need to prepare students to be adaptable in new
environments and that I & E, for teachers, was about impacting students
as “imperishable teachers” with legacies that made real differences in
students’ lives.

Conference keynote speakers included Prof Hong Hai (Dean, Nanyang
Business School, NTU), who spoke on Educating Singaporeans on Cultural
Intelligence: Enhancing the Competitive Edge. Prof Paul Teng (Head, Natural
Sciences & Science Education) addressed the issue on Innovation and
Enterprise in Education: From Paradigm to Practice while Prof Allan Luke
(Dean, Centre for Research in Pedagogy & Practice) discussed the issue on
Pedagogical Conditions for Innovation and Enterprise. Prof Patrick Turner from
INSEAD addressed The Role of Academia in New Venture Creation and Prof
Gina Wisker, from Anglia Polytechnic University in Cambridge, attended
to Harnessing Creativity Lessons from the Humanities. The Ruth Wong
Memorial Lecture was given by Dr (Ms) Jasbir Singh on Women and Leadership
in Institutions of Higher Learning (above, right).

The ERAS Gold Medal awards were presented at the conference to Ms Joanna
Foong and Ms Helen Hong for their outstanding Master of Education
performance in 2004.

Educational
Research Association of Singapore
Conference

T

ERAS President Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng (fourth from left) with
organising committee members

(From left) Prof Leo Tan, Ms Helen Hong, LG (NS) Lim Chuan Poh,
Ms Joanna Foong & Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng

 Prof Leo Tan, NIE Director & Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng, ERAS
President reviewing the ERAS programme book

Conferences & Seminars

By Asst Prof Jessie Ee, Psychological Studies
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iology in Asia, a highly successful and well-attended
international conference, was held at NIE from 7 to 10 December

2004. The name of the conference combined two key words
synonymous with rapid growth: Biology as a discipline in science
that has ushered us into a brave new world of life sciences;
and Asia as a geographical zone of many nations, which are fast
developing economically and academically. The conference’s aim
was to capture the upbeat mood and aspiration of biologists
involved in research, education and industries.

With support from the Ministry of Education, this conference was
jointly organised by the Singapore Institute of Biology (SIBiol), in
collaboration with NIE and the National University of Singapore
(NUS), to commemorate the 30th anniversary of SIBiol. A total of
271 participants from 29 countries attended the conference’s
three symposia: Biodiversity, Ecology and Conservation in Asia
Symposium, Biotechnology in Asia Symposium and Biology
Education in Asia Symposium. The sub-themes for these symposia,
being current “hot” topics, attracted participants from Sweden,
The Netherlands, Yemen, Egypt, Iran, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan,
among others.

After officiating the opening ceremony, guest-of-honour
Education Minister Mr Tharman Shanmugaratnam attended
the Keynote Address delivered by Dr Jane Goodall (above), from
the Jane Goodall Institute for Wildlife Research, Education and
Conservation. The distinguished and legendary keynote speaker
also spent an afternoon meeting teachers and students (right,
bottom) to inspire them to participate in the Roots and Shoots
programme, which plans and implements service-learning projects
that promote care and concern for animals, the environment
and the human community. Thirteen world-renowned scientists
and educators from the USA, Belgium, Australia, The Netherlands,
Canada, Thailand and Singapore gave plenary talks at the
three symposia.

At the Conference Banquet-cum-30th Anniversary Dinner on 9
December 2004, Prof Leo Tan (Director, NIE and President, Singapore
National Academy of Sciences) was made an Honorary Fellow of
SIBiol for actively promoting biology and biology education in
Singapore. Four stalwart SIBiol members, namely Assoc Prof Tan
Teck Koon (Dean of Students, Office of Student Affairs, NUS), Prof
Lee Sing Kong (Dean, Graduate Programmes & Research, NIE),
Assoc Prof C H Diong (Natural Sciences & Science Education, NIE)
and Assoc Prof Yeoh Hock Hin (Department of Biological Sciences,
NUS), were made Fellows in recognition of their contributions
to SIBiol. Assoc Prof Peter Ng (Director, Raffles Museum of
Biodiversity Research, Department of Biological Sciences, NUS) was
the recipient of the Distinguished Biologist Award for outstanding
research in biology. More details of the conference are available at
www.sibiol.org.sg.

By Assoc Prof Shirley Lim, President, 31st Council,
Singapore Institute of Biology & Deputy Head,
Research & Postgraduate Programmes,
Natural Sciences & Science EducationB

Biology in Asia
International
Conference

Conferences & Seminars
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Education Minister Mr Tharman Shanmugaratnam (right) in conversation
with Dr Jane Goodall & plenary speaker Prof Charles Arntzen

(From left) SIBiol President Assoc Prof Shirley Lim, Education Minister
Mr Tharman Shanmugaratnam, SIBiol Vice-President Assoc Prof Lim Tit Meng
& NIE Director Prof Leo Tan
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Graduation

hirty one senior educators received
their Leaders in Education Programme

(LEP) certificates at a graduation dinner on
19 October 2004 at the Grand Copthorne
Waterfront Hotel Singapore. Education
Minister Mr Tharman Shanmugaratnam
graced the occasion as guest-of-honour.

Conducted over a six-month period by NIE,
the LEP is a full-time executive-type
programme for talented educators
selected by the Ministry of Education
for principalship. The LEP focuses
on innovation and the creation of new
knowledge. Participants’ thinking is
provoked through a series of challenging
endeavours, which include an industrial
attachment, working on innovation
in the school setting, seminars with
international experts and an overseas
learning experience. Through these
opportunities, participants are able
to lead their schools to new heights
and approach schooling in new,
innovative ways.

(From left) Award winners Ms Veronica Ng, Mr Sng Chern Wei & Mdm Maureen Lee

The Minister presented the Dr Ruth Wong
Medal, Academy of Principals Prize for
Leadership Learning and Lee Kuan Yew LEP
Award to Ms Veronica Ng, Mdm Maureen
Lee and Mr Sng Chern Wei respectively.
Steward principals were also presented
with tokens-of-appreciation by NIE
Director Prof Leo Tan for mentoring the

participants during their attachment to
schools.

The graduation dinner was also attended
by Permanent Secretary for Education
Lieutenant-General (NS) Lim Chuan Poh,
NIE Council members and family and
friends of the graduands.

T

Principals in Training
Graduate
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By Public & International Relations

standard bearer for attracting a
colossal number of participants, the

annual Commerce Seminar is traditionally
one of the most anticipated seminars
among Singapore’s teaching community.
The seminar, held at the M Hotel on 28
August 2004, gave commerce teachers an
idea of the working discourses of the
current business matrix by tapping the
teaching community for best practices and
prominent industrial players in Singapore
for their invaluable field experience and
developmental updates.

The conference theme, Innovation and
Enterprise: Harnessing Creativity for
Growth, gives impetus to school efforts
to experiment with new teaching and
learning processes, so as to foster a
spirit of innovation and enterprise in

By Mr Saravanan s/o Sangiah, Postgraduate Diploma in Education (Secondary) July 2004 intake

Commerce Seminar
students. Participating organisations
Podolinsky International, Singapore
Technologies Electronics, QB Pte Ltd,
Central Provident Fund Board and the
Learning Society shared their insights on
key issues that managers faced in driving
innovation in their organisations and how
teachers could adopt and promote such
practices in schools to induce a sense of
entrepreneurial spirit among their
students. The presenters also shared their
personal views on the attributes that would
help young Singaporeans succeed in a
very different future.

The seminar also offered participants many
opportunities to mingle, make friends and
network among themselves to explore new
frontiers. Two recently-qualified teachers
and their students shared their innovative

pedagogical ideas. Ms Norlina Mohidu
Kunyalee from North Vista Secondary
School and Ms Halimah Arivalaski Lavasari
from Unity Secondary School related
how they capitalised on game shows
and fieldtrips to provide the emotional
hook to learn the module Elements of
Office Administration. There is no doubt
that the participants went home armed
with a newly established network and
an invaluable set of knowledge.

A

Conferences & Seminars
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NIE Conducts Management Development
Workshops for Commonwealth
Sub-Saharan Education Leaders

International Links

ince 2002, NIE has been conducting
annual two-week workshops in

October on management development
for groups of education leaders from
Sub-Saharan African countries namely
Botswana, Gambia, Ghana, Kenya,
Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique,
Namibia, Nigeria, Seychelles, South Africa,
Uganda and Zambia.

This project, sponsored by the Singapore
Ministry of Foreign Affairs under the
auspices of the Singapore-Commonwealth
of Learning Joint Training Programme, is
part of Singapore’s contribution, since the
1960s, to the advancement of developing
countries through technical training. The
various technical assistance programmes,
offered by Singapore, were brought
together under one framework in 1992
with the establishment of the Singapore
Cooperation Programme, managed
by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The
Commonwealth of Learning (COL),
established by Commonwealth leaders in
1989, has a mandate to encourage the
development and sharing of distance
education materials, expertise and
technologies and help developing nations
improve access to quality education and
training.

NIE’s role in this Sub-Saharan Project
involves designing and administering the
training programme on current thinking
about leadership in educational change,

management and development as well as
Singapore’s experience and progress in
education. The programme content
comprises lectures and workshops,
delivered largely by Policy & Leadership
Studies academic staff, and visits to the
Ministry of Education, schools and other
educational institutions. During these
visits, participants observe the physical
setups and learn first hand from respective
leaders, the ‘what’, ‘why’ and ‘how’ of the
successful operations and achievements
of these institutions. Besides the many
useful ideas they take back to their own
institutions, participants have consistently
shown interest in possible collaborations
with the Institute such as engaging

S

Participants with representatives of NIE, Ministry of Foreign Affairs & Commonwealth of Learning

Visual & Performing Arts staff Paul Lincoln (right) briefs participants
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NIE’s academics as external examiners
and sending their students to NIE for
postgraduate studies.

The 2004 training project was completed
on 29 October 2004 when the 20
participants were presented certificates
by COL Director Sir John Daniel (below,
fifth from left). Project evaluation,
conducted by the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, showed that the programme was
very well received by the participants,
who were most impressed not only by
the training they received at NIE but
also by what they had learnt and seen
of Singapore, its people and education
system.

By Assoc Prof Moo Swee Ngoh, Policy
& Leadership Studies
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n 27 November 2004, NTU staged
its annual Alumni Day on the

sprawling grounds of its Yunnan Garden
campus. NIE alumni were invited to attend
the day’s festivities, which began with the
Alumni Lunch at the University’s Nanyang
Auditorium. The main gathering was
followed by a carnival and a series of tree
planting ceremonies.

The Alumni Lunch attracted a large
gathering and highlighted a number of
stage performances and the presentation

reunion of staff and students from
the College of Physical Education

(CPE) took place at the Bukit Timah
campus on 14 August 2004, 20 years since
the first institution of its kind opened
in Singapore. Guest-of-honour was NIE
Director Prof Leo Tan.

Alumni Affairs

Alumni Day

Fifty alumni from the classes of 1984 and
1985 showed up to share happy memories
of times past and to catch up with friends
and colleagues. The event took place in
the former School of Physical Education
building, now the Co-Curricular Activities
Branch (CCAB) building. Deputy Director
of CCAB Mr Ong Lye Huat, himself a
pioneer member of the CPE faculty in

1984, most graciously opened the CCAB
doors for the returning alumni. Special
guests were former faculty members of
CPE including its principal Dr Paul Robinson
and his wife Jessica, Mr Robin Jones
and his wife Jean, Mr John Koh, now
Honorary Secretary of the Football
Association of Singapore, Mr Tan Hwee
Hock, Asian Games gold medalist in 1954
and Mrs Helen Gilbey, the renowned
long-distance runner.

The highlight of the evening was
undoubtedly a slide presentation by Mr
Jones, who successfully managed to
remind everyone present how young they
were then and how dignified they are now!

The event was organised by the NIE Alumni
& Endowment Committee under the
chairmanship of Assoc Prof Nick Aplin.
Similar events can be organised for
different groups of NIE alumni on a
regular basis. Interested NIE representatives
are invited to put forward their proposals
to the NIE Alumni & Endowment
Committee for consideration of appropriate
financial support and assistance.

By Assoc Prof Nick Aplin, Chairman,
NIE Alumni & Endowment Committee

A

of the Alumni Service Awards being made
by guest-of-honour, NTU President Dr Su
Guaning. Six awards were conferred on
representatives who had promoted the
development of alumni relations. Among
them was Assoc Prof Nick Aplin (above
left, third from left), Chairman of the NIE
Alumni & Endowment Committee and a
faculty of the Physical Education & Sports
Science Academic Group.

Community Development, Youth and Sports
Minister of State Mrs Yu-Foo Yee Shoon

attended the carnival and the tree
planting ceremonies with representatives
from the local community. Although the
weather proved to be unkind during the
early and later stages of the carnival, it did
not dampen the spirits of those present.
Two Caring Teacher Awards 2004
recipients, Mrs Wong Swan Hua  and Mdm
Goh Tan Ee, wielded their spades with
gusto and both were pleased to have
created a lasting landmark for NIE on the
Yunnan Garden campus - a meaningful
return for two women, who have made
their mark with the students in their
respective schools.

College of Physical Education Reunion

O

 Prof Leo Tan, NIE Director, planting a tree at Yunnan Gardens

By Assoc Prof Nick Aplin, Chairman,
NIE Alumni & Endowment Committee
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he NIE Soccer Team, comprising staff and trainee teachers, certainly has something
to crow about by successfully defending its Inter-School Games championship

status since 2002.

The chances of coming out tops were however not certain from the first game in which
the team was thrashed 5-1 by the School of Electrical & Electronic Engineering (EEE)
players. Not to be outdone a week later, the NIE team won 5-1 against a combined
team of Nanyang Business School, Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology
and School of Humanities & Social Sciences. The boys then battled against the School
of Civil & Environmental Engineering, emerging victorious with a 3-0 score. The game
against NTU’s Administration would determine if NIE progressed to the finals. With no
substitutes and five main players out, the NIE team fought valiantly and won 5-2.

In the finals played on 1 November 2004 against EEE, the NIE team dominated the
game with a two-goal cushion by half-time. The EEE team fought hard but could not
break NIE’s defence. With the match ending at a score of 2-0, the NIE Soccer Team
triumphed as champions for the third consecutive year.

NIE Wins the Treble!
T

ssoc Prof Nick Aplin (Physical Education
& Sports Science) recorded his first

ever tournament victory in ‘international
chess’ when he became the National
Veteran’s Champion on 3 October 2004.
The tournament was held at SAFRA Toa
Payoh while the Children’s Day Rapid event
was being staged by the Singapore Chess
Federation. Assoc Prof Aplin was the only
undefeated player in a competition that
featured six venerable rivals aged 50 years
and above.

“It came as a total surprise. I was only
really trying to qualify for the veteran’s
team to represent Singapore in the annual
Chess Challenge match against Malaysia.
So my main aim was just to score two or
three points, if possible. I managed to draw

Chess Victory for Physical
Education Faculty

against the strongest players and in the
last round, the leader lost surprisingly. I was
able to snatch the title with my best game
of the tournament,” related Assoc Prof
Aplin.

It was a happy day for the Aplin family as
young Christer, aged 11, took second place
in the Under-12 Section of a rapid
tournament that boasted 127 eager
contestants. The term ‘rapid’ refers to the
time limit which gives each player 25
minutes to play all their moves. Assoc Prof
Aplin shared that “Christer is fast becoming
a much better player than I am. My wife and
I are pleased that he has become so involved
with this sport. He loves badminton too and
so he has found a good balance.”

A

Fellow of
Teachers
Network

Awards & Honours

Assoc Prof Berinderjeet
Kaur of NIE’s Mathematics
& Mathematics Education
Academic Group was
recently conferred the
title of Fellow of Teachers
Network.

The title was introduced by
the then Education Minister
and Second Defence Minister
Teo Chee Hean at the launch
of the Teachers Network in
April 1998. The conferment
is for outstanding educators
who have contributed
significantly to the Teachers
Network.

By Public & International Relations

By Mr Mazlan Hasan,
Centre for IT in Education
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The book entitled A Roof Over Every
Head: Singapore Housing Policies Between
State Monopoly and Privatisation, jointly
published by Sampark Publishers (New

n the midst of an extremely hectic
semester, the Foundation Programmes

Office (FPO) conducted two very fruitful
planning retreats for all its staff in
September 2004. The first, which took
place on 17 September 2004, was for
all FPO officers and was held at the
Civil Defence Association of National
Serviceman Country Club at Bukit Batok.
Another strategic planning retreat for
appointment holders and senior officers
took place from 20 to 22 September 2004
at the Pulai Springs Resort at Pontian,
Johor in Malaysia.

The main objectives of the one-day
planning and team bonding retreat were
to review current operational procedures,
identify some service gaps, seek possible
solutions to remove these roadblocks
and highlight areas of training and
development for non-academic officers

Happenings

to further develop their job skills in
2005. Some of the solutions mooted to
remove roadblocks to service are: to
continue the strong partnership with
key stakeholders, especially the Ministry
of Education on all matters of initial
teacher education and to work towards
streamlining administrative procedures
between FPO, Student & Academic
Services Department and Academic
Groups to ensure efficient management
of all initial teacher training programmes
and Practicum. As one of the main
objectives was to build team identity and
cohesion, icebreakers and team building
games (above, left) were played which
allowed opportunities for both academic
and non-academic staff across different
programmes to mingle and build closer
bonds with one another.

At the three-day offshore strategic

planning retreat, a review was carried
out of the action plans taken to meet
FPO’s strategic planning mission of
“developing education professionals to be
leaders in the service of learners”. An
update was also provided on the progress
of ongoing FPO projects and initiatives,
and action planning was done in order
to realise FPO’s strategic mission in the
near future. Chief among the strategic
directions identified was the successful
completion of the curriculum review
process started in January 2004, designed
to achieve the goals of effective teacher
education and training. Approval for the
implementation of both the enhanced
programmes and introducing new
programmes is currently in progress. FPO also
aims to increase communication channels
and effectiveness for the branding and
marketing of NIE’s programmes to both
local and global audiences.

that affect, together or separately,
developing countries by regions. Southeast
Asia is one of the regions in the world
identified for such research.

The 250-page book investigates housing
development and planning in Singapore
over the last 40 years, from housing
design, systematic upgrading and
qualitative change in both public and
private housing. Equally covered are
aspects on the social and political
rationale of public housing provision and
the Singapore Government’s new political
imperative to satisfy the rising demand
of the middle class, who aspire private
housing. The book also explains
that privatisation of public housing
has proceeded in a different and non-
conventional form, through a self-
innovative and self-regulatory manner
within the Housing and Development
Board itself.

Mr Jean-Paul Reáu (centre), flanked by Dr Xavier
Guillot & Assoc Prof Wong Tai Chee
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Foundation Programmes Office Strategises for
the Future

Book Launch

Delhi) and Research Institute on
Contemporary Southeast Asia (IRASEC),
was launched on 9 December 2004
at NIE. Among the guests present were
guest-of-honour Mr Jean-Paul Réau,
French Ambassador to Singapore, NIE
Director Prof Leo Tan, IRASEC Director Guy
Faure, French embassy and NIE staff and
friends and family members of the authors.

The book was sponsored by IRASEC and
the French Embassy, and co-authored
by Assoc Prof Wong Tai Chee from NIE’s
Humanities & Social Studies Education
Academic Group and Dr Xavier Guillot,
senior lecturer at the School of Architecture
of Saint Etienne, France.

The Bangkok-based IRASEC is a member
of the research network of the French
Foreign Ministry, which calls on researchers
to study the important social, political,
economical and environmental developments

Geography Book on Housing Development & Planning in Singapore

By Asst Prof Low Ee Ling,
Sub Dean, Degree Programmes

By Assoc Prof Wong Tai Chee,
Humanities & Social Studies Education
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Economy Drive

Demand aggregation (DA) is an
initiative under Economy Drive
to collate requirements from all
parties interested to procure
certain items. With a higher
aggregated quantity, suppliers are
more likely to give cheaper prices
resulting from economies of scale
and a promised sales volume.

The Defence and Science Technology
Agency has awarded many service-wide
DA contracts (details are available in
GEBIZ) for public agencies. NIE has been
practising DA for the supply of paper,

Happenings

By Ms Cherie Lek, Internal Economy Drive Committee Secretariat

name cards, printed materials
such as letterheads, files and
envelopes. In Financial Year 2003,
the S$85,000 savings derived
from DA were used to procure
additional items, previously not
budgeted for.

Users are encouraged to purchase from
the available period contracts, whenever
possible. While purchasing from other
suppliers may at times seem more
convenient or cheaper, users should be
aware that this option may reduce
the expected sales volume of the awarded
suppliers. Should the sales volume dip,

the awarded suppliers will be less willing
to give better prices in the future. As a
safeguard, mechanisms have been put
in place to review prices of awarded
items periodically to prevent users from
paying a higher price for purchases. Users
can also reflect on price discrepancies and
provide realistic estimates for their returns
in participating DA.

Staff members are encouraged to
continually share their ideas and efforts
in cost prudence or efficiency with the
internal Economy Drive Committee
Secretariat at iedc@nie.edu.sg.

EVENT DATE VENUE CONTACT PERSON

Art Exhibitions Jan 2005 The Art Gallery, NIE Asst Prof Colin Reaney
Feb 2005 Email: cgreaney@nie.edu.sg
Mar 2005
Apr 2005
May 2005
Jun 2005

Registration Exercise for 3 Jan 2005 PE Seminar Room (5-01-04), NIE Mrs Seah-Lee Moi Fong
New Trainee Teachers Email: mflee@nie.edu.sg

Orientation Programme for Postgraduate Diploma 3 to 7 Jan 2005 NIE Campus Ms Jessica Tan
in Education (Sec) January 2005 Intake Email: lfjwong@nie.edu.sg

Diploma in Departmental Management 7 Jan 2005 Institute of Public Administration & Ms Mae Chan
Graduation Ceremony Management Auditorium, Civil Service College Email: mpchan@nie.edu.sg

Diploma in Departmental Management 14 Jan 2005 Lecture Theatre 7, NIE Ms Mae Chan
Orientation for January 2005 Intake mpchan@nie.edu.sg

Teachers’ Investiture Ceremony 15 Jan 2005 Nanyang Auditorium, NTU Mrs Mak Lek Cher
Email: lcmak@nie.edu.sg

Regional Leadership Seminar 18 & 19 Jan 2005 NIE Campus Mr Jacques See
Email: kyjsee@nie.edu.sg

Curriculum Theories, Development and Evaluation 24 to 28 Jan 2005 Teachers Network Mr Novindarjit Singh
Email: novins@nie.edu.sg

Hari Raya Haji Concert 11 Jan 2005 Lecture Theatre 8, NIE Asst Prof Mukhlis Abu Bakar
& Mr Aidil Subhan
Email: mmukhlis@nie.edu.sg
& masubhan@nie.edu.sg

Developing Fundamental Movement Skills 29 Jan, 5 &12 Feb 2005 Townsville Campus, NIE Mr Jacques See
in Pre-School Children Email: kyjsee@nie.edu.sg

Senior Teachers’ Programme Jan to Feb 2005 Townsville Campus, NIE Asst Prof Ong Ai Choo
Email: acong@nie.edu.sg

Introduction to Practitioner Based Action Research 1 to 3 Feb 2005 NIE Campus Mr Novindarjit Singh
Email: novins@nie.edu.sg

NIE WITs Convention 9 Mar 2005 Lecture Theatre 1, NIE Ms Tan Joo Wee
Email: jwtan@nie.edu.sg

Advanced Diploma/Advanced Postgraduate 15 Mar 2005 To be confirmed Ms Serena Yuen
Diploma Graduation Ceremony Email: wysyuen@nie.edu.sg

Leaders in Education Programme 18 Mar 2005 Conference Room (1-01-09), NIE Ms Mae Chan
Orientation for March 2005 Intake Email: mpchan@nie.edu.sg

Developing Fundamental Movement Skills 14 to 16 Mar 2005 Townsville Campus, NIE Mr Jacques See
in Pre-School Children Email: kyjsee@nie.edu.sg

Field Course in Tropical Ecology and Biodiversity 14 to 18 Mar 2005 NIE & Malaysia Mr Jacques See
Email: kyjsee@nie.edu.sg

Developing Fundamental Movement Skills 16 to 18 Mar 2005 NIE Campus Mr Jacques See
in Pre-School Children Email: kyjsee@nie.edu.sg

Road Show - Advanced Diploma/ Late Mar to early Apr 2005 To be confirmed Ms Serena Yuen
Advanced Postgraduate Diploma and Excellence Email: wysyuen@nie.edu.sg
In-Service Training Courses

Enrichment Programme for Postgraduate 3 to 20 May 2005 To be confirmed Ms Jessica Tan
Diploma in Education (Pri and Sec) July 2004 Intake Email: lfjwong@nie.edu.sg

A-Cube 21 May 2005 (tentative) Ngee Ann Polytechnic Convention Centre Ms Koh Noi Keng
Email: nkkoh@nie.edu.sg

Centre for Research in Pedagogy & Practice Conference: 30 May to 1 Jun 2005 NIE Campus Ms Shirley Seet
Redesigning Pedagogy: Research, Policy, Practice Email: educon@nie.edu.sg

Children’s Drama Competition 5 Jun 2005 Lecture Theatre 1, NIE Asst Prof Seetha Lakshmi
Email:slakshmi@nie.edu.sg

Teachers’ Investiture Ceremony 29 & 30 Jun 2005 Nanyang Auditorium, NTU Mrs Mak Lek Cher
Email: lcmak@nie.edu.sg

Aggregating Demand, Accumulating Savings

Calendar of Events
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  Editorial

he date was 28 September 2004
and the Diploma in Departmental

Management (DDM) July 2004 participants
found themselves out of the familiar
surroundings of Townsville Campus and
in Quality Hotel’s Grand Ballroom for a
forum entitled Social Enterprise - Riding
on Love.

Mrs Christine Laimer, founder of Food from
the Heart, an organisation which enlists
volunteers to collect and deliver bread
from participating bakeries to the needy
in Singapore, gave an overview of the
operational issues and efforts undertaken
to provide the less privileged more than
just bread. Currently, it is also offering

tuition services and free assessment books
to needy students and general provisions
to low-income households.

Participants in the forum also had a fun
time assembling 18 bicycles (right, top) and
packing small bags of sweets for the
children of Darul Ishan Orphanage, Chen
Su Lan Home and Children’s Aid Society.
These acts of charity were made possible
by the generosity of DDM participants,
who had supported various fund-raising
events held by the forum organisers.
The children from the three homes would
indeed be riding on the gifts of love from
the DDM July 2004 cohort.

By Mr Suraj Venugopal, Diploma in Departmental
Management July 2004 graduand

T
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o some, “it is empty” but to others, the answer may be “it
needs to be filled”. For five NIE lecturers from the Natural

Sciences & Science Education and Physical Education & Sports
Science Academic Groups, namely Asst Prof Yau Che Ming,
Asst Prof Michael Koh, Asst Prof John Tan, Asst Prof Paul Lee
and Assoc Prof Foong See Kit (left), the pewter cup is a cup of
opportunity for them to patiently and caringly cultivate in 15
students from Chung Cheng High School, Raffles Institution,
Raffles Girls’ School (Secondary) and Anglo-Chinese School
(Independent), a curiosity of mind, passion for science and
inquiry and a willingness to strive for success.

For their efforts, they were recently recognised by the Ministry
of Education as “outstanding mentors” for nurturing young
gifted minds of students under the Science Mentorship
Programme.

Outstanding Science Mentors
T

The next issue will be published in April 2005.
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